Minutes

Present: Cameron Carter, Mariah Crilley, Kimberly Davis, Yonella Demars, Debra Duke, Elizabeth Edmondson, Aimee Ellington, Humberto Fabelo, James Gahagan, Nick Garcia, Madeline Goldman, Moe Greene, Katie Logan, Patrick Lowery, Edna Renee Macbeth, Maureen Mathews, Teresa Nadder, Elena Olson, Carly Phinizy, Faye Prichard, Kurt Stemhagen, Stephanie Thulin, Catherine Viverette, Jean Zhang, Hong Zhao, Karen Cary, Teri Dunnivant, Barbara Judy

Guests: Andrew Arroyo, Catherine Connon, Robert Gowdy, Alena Hampton, Rachel Hill, Devin Houston, Sally Hunnicutt, Melissa Jamerson, Marcus Messner, James Wiznerowicz

Absent: Juliane Milburn, Veronica Shuford

I Call to Order

II New Business

- Office of Academic Affairs
  Academic Affairs-Dean's Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Debra Duke, Secondary, Madeline Goldman
  Program Closure
  LLC ASPiRE: VCU ASPiRE (APPROVED)

- School of the Arts
  Department of Art History
  Reviewers: Primary, Debra Duke, Secondary, Madeline Goldman
  Program Change
  BA:MA ARH: Accelerated opportunities tab for art history (APPROVED)
II  New Business (cont.)

- **School of the Arts**  
  **Department of Fashion Design**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Debra Duke, Secondary, Madeline Goldman  
  Course Changes  
  FASH 301: Design I Studio: Draping (APPROVED)  
  FASH 303: Design Theory and Illustration I (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BA:MS FDE: Accelerated opportunities tab for fashion and business (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Accounting**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Debra Duke, Secondary, Madeline Goldman  
  Course Changes  
  ACCT 301: Federal Income Taxation for Individuals (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 303: Intermediate Accounting I (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 304: Intermediate Accounting II (APPROVED)  
  ACCT 305: Intermediate Accounting III (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  BS-ACC: Accounting, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) (TABLED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Business-Dean’s Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Patrick Lowery, Secondary, Mariah Crilley  
  New Courses  
  BUSN 160: Digital Literacy: Computer Concepts, Internet, Digital Devices (TABLED)  
  BUSN 161: Digital Literacy: Word Processing Skills (TABLED)  
  BUSN 162: Digital Literacy: Spreadsheets Skills I (TABLED)  
  BUSN 165: Digital Literacy: Spreadsheet Skills II (TABLED)  
  Reviewers: Primary, Stephen Thulin, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  BUSN 166: Digital Literacy: Database Skills (APPROVED)  
  BUSN 168: Digital Literacy: Presentation Skills (APPROVED)  
  Course Change  
  BUSN 171: Mathematical Applications for Business (APPROVED)
II New Business (cont.)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Finance, Insurance and Real Estate**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Stephen Thulin, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  Program Changes  
  - **BS-FIN: Finance, Bachelor of Science (B.S.)** (TABLED)  
  - **BS-FIN-RM: Finance, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in risk management and insurance** (TABLED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Marketing**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Stephen Thulin, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  Course Change  
  - **MKTG 485: Internship in Selling** (APPROVED)

- **School of Business**  
  **Department of Marketing**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Stephen Thulin, Secondary, Katie Logan  
  Program Changes  
  - **BS-MKT-GMKT: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in general marketing** (TABLED)  
  - **BS-MKT-MCAN: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in marketing communication and analytics** (TABLED)  
  - **BS-MKT-PBMG: Marketing, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in product and brand management** (TABLED)

- **School of Education**  
  **Department of Counseling and Special Education**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Aimee Ellington, Secondary, Moe Greene  
  Course Changes  
  - **ECSE 301: Developmental Assessment for Young Children** (APPROVED)  
  - **ECSE 410: Play-based Instruction for Inclusive Settings** (APPROVED)

- **School of Education**  
  **Department of Teaching and Learning**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Aimee Ellington, Secondary, Moe Greene  
  New Courses  
  - **ADLT 305: Technology for Learning and Development** (APPROVED)  
  - **ADLT 407: Culture and Instructional Design** (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  - **BA-HOD: Human and Organizational Development, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)** (APPROVED)  
  New Minor  
  - **IDT: Instructional design and technology, minor in** (APPROVED)
II  New Business (cont.)

- **College of Engineering**
  Department of Biomedical Engineering
  Reviewers: Primary, Aimee Ellington, Secondary, Moe Greene
  Course Change
  EGRB 209: *Applied Physiology for Biomedical Engineers* (APPROVED)
  Program Change
  BS:MS BME: *Accelerated opportunities tab for biomedical engineering* (APPROVED)
  New Minor
  BME: *Biomedical engineering, minor in* (APPROVED)

- **College of Engineering**
  Department of Chemical and Life Science Engineering
  Reviewers: Primary, Humberto Fabelo, Secondary, Jean Zhang
  Program Changes
  BS-CLE-CLEC: Chemical and Life Science Engineering, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in chemical engineering (APPROVED)
  BS:MS CLE: *Accelerated opportunities tab for chemical and life science engineering* (APPROVED)

- **College of Engineering**
  Department of Computer Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Humberto Fabelo, Secondary, Jean Zhang
  New Courses
  CMSC 441: *Senior Design Studio I (Laboratory/Project Time)* (APPROVED)
  CMSC 442: *Senior Design Studio II (Laboratory/Project Time)* (APPROVED)
  Course Changes
  CMSC 451: *Senior Project I* (APPROVED)
  CMSC 452: *Senior Project II* (APPROVED)
  Program Changes
  BS-CSC: *Computer Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.)* (APPROVED)
  BS-CSC-CZ: Computer Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in cybersecurity (APPROVED)
  BS-CSC-DZ: Computer Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in data science (APPROVED)
  BS-CSC-SWEG: Computer Science, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in software engineering (APPROVED)

- **College of Health Professions**
  Department of Radiation Sciences
  Reviewers: Primary, Maureen Matthews, Secondary, Juliane Milburn
  Program Changes
  BS-CRS-DM: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in diagnostic medical sonography (APPROVED)
II New Business (cont.)

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Department of Radiation Sciences**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Maureen Matthews, Secondary, Juliane Milburn  
  Program Changes (cont.)
  
  **BS-CRS-DMSM**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in diagnostic medical sonography (second modality) (APPROVED)  
  **BS-CRS-NM**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear medicine technology (APPROVED)  
  **BS-CRS-NMSM**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in nuclear medicine technology (second modality) (APPROVED)  
  **BS-CRS-RT**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in radiation therapy (APPROVED)  
  **BS-CRS-RTSM**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in radiation therapy (second modality) (APPROVED)  
  **BS-CRS-RD**: Clinical Radiation Sciences, Bachelor of Science (B.S.) with a concentration in radiography (APPROVED)

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Health Professions-Dean’s Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Maureen Matthews, Secondary, Juliane Milburn  
  New Course  
  **ALHP 202**: Creative Expressions of Healing and Resilience (APPROVED)  
  New Minor  
  **HSV**: Health services, minor in (APPROVED)

- **College of Health Professions**  
  **Department of Medical Laboratory Sciences**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Cameron Carter, Secondary, Elizabeth Edmondson  
  New Courses  
  **CLLS 422**: Fundamentals of Public Health, Epidemiology and Laboratory Surveillance (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 424**: Laboratory Techniques and Emergency Response and Preparedness (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 426**: Quality and Ethics (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 428**: Public Health Food Microbiology Practicum (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 430**: Public Health Newborn Screening Practicum (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 432**: Public Health Molecular Detection and Characterization Practicum (APPROVED)  
  **CLLS 434**: Public Health Molecular Laboratory and Whole Genome Sequencing Practicum (APPROVED)  
  New Program  
  **CUG-PHB**: Public Health Laboratory Sciences, Certificate in (Baccalaureate certificate) (APPROVED)
II  New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Biology**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Cameron Carter, Secondary, Elizabeth Edmondson  
  Course Change  
  **BIOL 321: Plant Development** (APPROVED)  
  New Program  
  **BS:MS BIO: Accelerated opportunities tab for biology to FRSC forensic biology concentration** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Chemistry**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Course Change  
  **CHEZ 313: Physical Chemistry Laboratory I** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of Chemistry**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Program Change  
  **BS:MS CHE: Accelerated opportunities tab for chemistry/chemical science concentration** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Humanities-Dean’s Office**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Program Change  
  **BS:MA ECO:HS: Accelerated opportunities tab for economics: H&S** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**  
  **Department of English**  
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan  
  Course Changes  
  **ENGL 302: Legal Writing** (APPROVED)  
  **ENGL 496: Distinguished Major Independent Study** (APPROVED)  
  Program Change  
  **BA:MA ENG: Accelerated opportunities tab for English** (APPROVED)  
  Minor Change  
  **CRW: Creative writing, minor in** (APPROVED)
II New Business (cont.)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Forensic Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan
  New Program
  **BS:MS FOS: Accelerated opportunities tab for forensic science** (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Mathematics and Applied Mathematics
  Reviewers: Primary, Yonella Demars, Secondary, James Gahagan
  Course Change
  **MATH 131: Introduction to Contemporary Mathematics** (APPROVED)
  Reviewers: Primary, Kimberly Davis, Secondary, Elena Olson
  Program Changes
  **BS:MS MAS:M: Accelerated opportunities tab for applied mathematics and biomathematics to applied mathematics** (APPROVED)
  **BS:MS MAS:M: Accelerated opportunities tab for mathematics to mathematics** (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Philosophy
  Reviewers: Primary, Kimberly Davis, Secondary, Elena Olson
  New Course
  **PHIL 304: Philosophy of Mind** (APPROVED)
  Course Changes
  **PHIL 301: Metaphysics** (APPROVED)
  **PHIL 490: Seminar in Philosophy** (APPROVED)
  Program Changes
  **BA-PHI: Philosophy, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.)** (APPROVED)
  **BA-PHI-EY: Philosophy, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in ethics and public policy** (APPROVED)
  **BA-PHI-PHLW: Philosophy, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in philosophy and law** (APPROVED)
  **BA-PHI-PHSC: Philosophy, Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) with a concentration in philosophy and science** (APPROVED)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  Department of Physics and Physical Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Carly Phinizy, Secondary, Nick Garcia
  New Course
  **PHYS 470: Introduction to Nanoscience** (APPROVED)
  Course Changes
  **PHYS 301: Classical Mechanics I** (APPROVED)
II New Business (cont.)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  Department of Physics and Physical Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Carly Phinizy, Secondary, Nick Garcia
  New Program
  **BS:MS PHY: Accelerated opportunities tab for physics** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  Department of Political Science
  Reviewers: Primary, Carly Phinizy, Secondary, Nick Garcia
  Program Change
  **BA:MPA POS: Accelerated opportunities tab for political science** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  Department of Sociology
  Reviewers: Primary, Carly Phinizy, Secondary, Nick Garcia
  Program Change
  **BS:MS SOC: Accelerated opportunities tab for sociology** (APPROVED)
  New Program
  **BS:MS SOC: Accelerated opportunities tab for sociology to gerontology** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  Department of Statistical Sciences and Operations Research
  Reviewers: Primary, Carly Phinizy, Secondary, Nick Garcia
  Program Changes
  **BS:MS MAS:S: Accelerated opportunities tab for math sciences/operations research** (APPROVED)
  **BS:MS MAS:S: Accelerated opportunities tab for math sciences/statistics** (APPROVED)

- **College of Humanities and Sciences**
  School of World Studies
  Reviewers: Primary, Edna Renee Macbeth, Secondary, Kurt Stemhagen
  New Courses
  **INTL 215: International Studies in the Professional World** (APPROVED)
  **INTL 325: Nature, Culture, Justice** (APPROVED)
  **INTL 385: International Migration and Displacement** (APPROVED)
  **INTL 445: Activism and Dissidence** (APPROVED)
  Course Changes
  **ANTH 330: Languages of Past Cultures: Historical Linguistics and Anthropology** (APPROVED)
  **ANTH 455: Anthropology of Development and Globalization** (APPROVED)
  **INTL 460: Contemporary Issues in Middle Eastern and Islamic Studies:____** (APPROVED)
  **INTL 465: Rethinking Globalization** (APPROVED)
  **WRLD 220: Human Rights and Literature** (APPROVED)
II New Business (cont.)

- College of Humanities and Sciences
  School of World Studies
  Reviewers: Primary, Catherine Viverette, Secondary, Hong Zhao
  Program Changes
  - BA:MS FRL: Accelerated opportunities tab for French and business (APPROVED)
  - BA:MS FRL: Accelerated opportunities tab for German and business (APPROVED)
  - BA:MS FRL: Accelerated opportunities tab for Spanish and business (APPROVED)
  Minor Closures
  - AFR: African studies, minor in (APPROVED)
  - EUS: European studies, minor in (APPROVED)

- School of Nursing
  Nursing-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Catherine Viverette, Secondary, Hong Zhao
  Course Changes
  - NURS 365: Pathophysiology and Pharmacology I (APPROVED)
  - NURS 366: Pathophysiology and Pharmacology II (APPROVED)

- University College
  University College-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Catherine Viverette, Secondary, Hong Zhao
  Program Change
  - BIS-INS: Interdisciplinary Studies, Bachelor of (B.I.S.) [University College] (APPROVED)

- LDWilder Government and Public Affairs
  LDWilder GVPA-Dean’s Office
  Reviewers: Primary, Catherine Viverette, Secondary, Hong Zhao
  Program Change
  - BS:MS CRJ: Accelerated opportunities tab for criminal justice (APPROVED)